Abstract-Novel blind channel estimators based on the finite alphabet property of information symbols are derived in this paper for OFDM and related multicarrier code-division multiple access (MC-CDMA) systems. The resulting algorithms are applicable not only to standard OFDM transmitters with cyclic prefix, but also to the recently proposed zero padded OFDM transmissions that improve symbol recovery at the expense of altering the transmitter and complicating the equalizer. Based on FFT-processed received data, channel identifiability is guaranteed regardless of channel zero locations and various channel estimation algorithms become available by trading off complexity with performance. Unlike existing blind channel estimators, the proposed alternatives require short data records especially for PSK transmissions. The inherent scalar ambiguity is easily resolved because it has unit amplitude and phase values drawn from a finite set. Decoupling channel from symbol estimation enables a phase-directed operation that improves upon decision-directed schemes that are known to suffer from error propagation. Practical issues are also addressed including the presence of frequency guard intervals, constellation and power loading, various frame designs, coded transmissions as well as semi-blind and online implementations for systems with training sequences. The algorithms are tested with simulations and also compared with existing alternatives in a realistic HIPERLAN/2 setting.
I. INTRODUCTION
Holding great promise for high rate transmissions, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has been adopted and is currently being considered by many standards, including digital audio and video broadcasting (DAB, DVB) in Europe and high speed DSL modems over twisted pairs in the US [7] . OFDM has also been proposed for local area mobile wireless broadband standards [23] including IEEE802.11a [6] , MMAC and HIPERLAN/2 [4] .
In order to avoid Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) arising due to channel memory, conventional OFDM systems first take the inverse Fourier transform (IFFT) of data symbols and then insert redundancy in the form of a Cyclic Prefix (CP) of length larger than the FIR channel order [1] . CP is discarded at the receiver and the remaining part of the OFDM symbol is FFT processed. Combination of IFFT and CP at the transmitter with the FFT at the receiver converts the frequency-selective channel to separate flat-fading subchannels (see e.g., [1, 24] ). Frequencydomain channel equalization is then applied by dividing the FFT output by the corresponding channel frequency response. However, symbol recovery is not assured if the channel has nulls Publisher Item Identifier on (or close to) some subcarriers. If Channel State Information (CSI) is available at the transmitter, channel nulls can be avoided by not transmitting symbols on those subcarriers as in DMT [19] . But CSI is not always available or it may be costly to acquire at the transmitter when the channel is time-varying. Recently, zero padding (ZP) has been proposed in [10, 20] to replace the CP, in order to guarantee (even blind) symbol recovery regardless of channel zeros at the cost of modifying the transmitter and complicating slightly the equalizer. Because they save bandwidth and are capable of tracking slow channel variations, blind channel estimation and equalization methods are well motivated as they avoid use of training sequences [21] , [13] . A number of blind channel estimators have been developed for OFDM. Some of them are geared towards multicarrier systems without CP [8] , while others are based on cyclostationarity [12] , and subspace decompositions that exploit the CP or the ZP structure in OFDM transmissions [15] , [20] .
In this paper, we develop and analyze a new channel estimation method that is applicable to both CP-and ZP-OFDM transmissions and relies on the finite alphabet property of information-bearing symbols. Unlike subspace methods developed for CP-OFDM, channel identifiability is guaranteed here even when the channel has nulls on subcarriers. Although ZP-OFDM guarantees channel identifiability and symbol recovery, it is not applicable to existing OFDM standards where the CP is inserted. Moreover, subspace based methods for both CP-and ZP-OFDM require collection of long enough data records to render the data covariance matrix full rank [15] , [20] . In contrast, PSK transmissions with the novel method enable channel estimation even from a single OFDM symbol at high SNR, which is also impossible for statistical methods as the one in [12] . Reducing the size of required samples equips the proposed method with the ability to track even fast channel variations. Furthermore, by exploiting the finite alphabet property the scalar ambiguity (inherent to all blind algorithms) is restricted to have unit amplitude and phase values belonging to a finite set, which can be resolved easily. Practical issues such as presence of frequency guard bands, constellation and power loading, variable frame designs, coded transmissions, and application to semiblind scenarios are also addressed.
II. MATRIX FORMULATION OF CP-AND ZP-OFDM
The block diagram in Fig. 1 describes the conventional CP-OFDM system. First, the information stream sn is parsed into blocks: si : = siM; s iM + 1 ; : : : ; s iM + M , 1 T of length M, where the block index i=bn=Mc and b c denotes integer floor. For each symbol index n, we can write n = iM+m, with m 2 0; M ,1 henceforth indicating the position inside the overlap add S/P P/S S/P P/S discard prefix S/P P/S S/P P/S cyclic prefix zero padding The resulting linearly precoded "OFDM chip sequence" un is then pulse shaped (not shown in Fig. 1 
hlun , l + n;
where n := c tj t=nT is filtered Additive Gaussian Noise (AGN) and L is the order of the FIR channel. To avoid Inter Symbol Interference (ISI), we select the CP length to be larger than the channel order and state it formally as:
To cast (1) from a serial to a convenient matrix-vector form, we define the P 1 vectors: xi := xiP; x iP + Relying on a0) and the fact that hl = 0 ; 8l 6 2 0; L , we can then write (1) as:
where the second term denotes Inter Block (and thus inter-OFDM-symbol) Interference (IBI).
At the receiver, the CP of length P , M is removed first and FFT is performed on the remaining M 1 vector. In matrix form, this is accomplished with the receive-matrix R cp := 0 MP,M ; I M which removes the first P ,M entries from a P 1 vector. According to a0), R cp H 1 = 0 removes IBI (and thus ISI) among OFDM symbols to obtain: 
An alternative approach to removing IBI is to replace the CP insertion by zero-padding, as shown in Fig. 1 (see also [10, 20] 
Because the matrix H 0 T zp F H M has full rank, time domain ZeroForcing (ZF) equalization can be applied to recover the transmitted data as detailed in [20] ; an efficient implementation of the ZF equalizer was proposed in [17] which amounts to inverting a P P diagonal matrix and performing an P-point FFT afterwards. Furthermore, ZP-OFDM can also adopt an FFTbased low complexity receiver as CP-OFDM [16] . we can simplify (6) to :
Equations (4) and (7) reveal that CP-OFDM and ZP-OFDM yield the same equivalent channel model shown in Fig. 2 , and both convert the FIR convolutive channel to parallel flat fading subchannels. Through the transmit-receive mappers (T cp ; R cp ) and (T zp ; R zp ) introduced herein, it is transparent that both approaches turn linear convolution into circular convolution that can be efficiently implemented via FFTs. The subspace-based channel estimation methods proposed for ZP-OFDM in [20] and for CP-OFDM in [15] utilize structure information of pre-FFT-processed data xi. In contrast, our channel estimation methods will rely on post-FFT-processed data y cp i of (4) or y zp i of (7); thus, they apply to both CP-OFDM and ZP-OFDM. For uniformity, we subsequently drop the subscripts cp=zp and express (4) and (7) where we assign a double argument i; m to quantities with argument n = iM + m, and introduce f m := e j 2 M m g M,1 m=0 for notational brevity. Per subcarrier m, the channel is a complex constant whose blind recovery from the data yi; m is reminiscent of phase and carrier estimation in non-data aided synchronization problems. In fact, our blind channel estimators for PSK modulated OFDM transmissions entail second and higher order powers of yi; m, and are inspired by well known squaring and higher-order synchronization loops, see e.g., [18, ch. 6] .
III. BLIND CHANNEL IDENTIFIABILITY AND ESTIMATION
We will start with channel identifiability issues from the noiseless version of (8): yi; m = H m si; m, where we omitted noise since we are concerned with basic feasibility questions first. Our results will be developed under the following conditions that hold true in our OFDM setup: a1a) Symbols are drawn from a finite alphabet set of size Q; i.e., si; m 2 f q g Q q=1 ; a1b) Symbols are equiprobable, i.e., Prsi; m = q = 1 =Q, for q = 1 ; : : : ; Q . a2) Noisei; m is zero-mean complex circular Gaussian and independent of si; m. (9) . Therefore, we can always find nonzero elements from the coefficient set f n g Q n=1 ;
let us define J to be the smallest index of such nonzero coefficients, i.e., and that for large signal constellations (e.g., QAM) J Q will play a key role in the rest of our paper.
Under a1a) and a1b) we prove in [25, Appendix II] that E s J i; m = ,J=Q J 6 = 0 for any signal constellation.
We highlight here that PSK constellations have the nice property that s J i; m = ,J=Q J = ,1 deterministically for any si; m. Thus, a1b) will not be necessary for PSK transmissions in our subsequent derivations.
Starting from E to find 0 ; : : : ; J L uniquely, which enables determination of As stated in Proposition 1, blind channel identifiability is guaranteed regardless of the channel zero locations. This nice property is not possessed by the subspace based method derived in [15, 14] for CP-OFDM, where the proposed subspace-based channel estimator does not guarantee channel identifiability for those channels with nulls on some subcarriers. Without assumption a1b) for arbitrary constellations, a more general proof of Proposition 1 is provided in [25] .
Having established channel identifiability, we now develop channel estimation algorithms in the presence of additive noise.
The circularity ofi; m in a2) implies that Ef n i; mg = 0 , (12) where I is the total number of blocks averaged. We next collectĤ J m from (12) in an M 1 vector alphabet of si; m, (12) and (13) provide sufficient information to recover the channel vector h := h0; : : : ; h L T .
Starting from time domain vector (13) only, and based on the fact that J has all L roots of h with multiplicity J, we can search over J L noisy roots of^ J and find that combination of L roots that matches h best (this corresponds to the Root Selection (RS) algorithm in [25] ). However, complexity of the RS increases fast as J; L increase, and, this nonlinear algorithm will exhibit sensitivity when roots are to be found in the presence of noise. It is possible however, to derive a low-complexity Linear Equations (LE) based channel estimator by observing that J is the J-fold linear convolution of h [25] . Although very simple to implement, the LE method is prone to noise-induced error propagation when jh0j, or jhLj, is small. Therefore, the LE method is only well motivated for wired-line applications where the strong path is synchronized to be the first path. Next, we will describe channel estimators starting from the frequency domain estimates in (12) .
A. Minimum-Distance algorithms
GivenĤ J m estimates from (12) Instead of (14), a joint maximum likelihood (ML) channel and symbol estimation could be pursued based on the noisy data in (8) , by searching for the best fit over all possible symbol and channel combinations. Because both ML and MD resort to exhaustive search, it is of interest to compare them. If we collect I blocks (each of length M), the complexity of such an ML estimator for a Q-ary constellation is proportional to Q I M , while the complexity of the MD in (14) reduces to only J M by exploiting the known signal constellation to eliminate the unknown symbols si; m. For PSK constellations, where J = Q, the ML can have the same complexity with MD (J M ) only if it operates on a single block instead of all available I blocks. In this case however, the MD will perform considerably better than ML because it decreases additive noise through block averaging [c.f. (12)], when compared to the ML that relies on the scalar noisy samples of (8) . Although less complex than ML, the MD approach is still too complex to be implemented because often M L in practical systems. Nevertheless, MD is always useful as a bound to benchmark performance of simpler channel estimators.
Because the channel order L M , the MD method does not require the entire vectorĥ 1 to obtain the time-domain channel estimateĥ 1 . This observation motivates the following modified Minimum Distance (MMD) algorithm: 2) obtain channel estimates as in (14) .
The complexity is now reduced from J M to J N J L+1 , rendering the MMD algorithm affordable for low order channels.
Presence of (say N p ) pilot tones will reduce the complexity of MMD further. Indeed, as we will describe later on, we can determine the phases m on those pilot carriers [c.f. (15)]. Including those frequency response in h, we only need to search over J N,Np possible choices. The complexity with the help of pilot tones is 1=J Np of that without pilot tones, which makes the MMD applicable to longer channels with the same complexity.
B. Phase Directed (PD) algorithm
As described in the MD approach, for each m we obtain (15) with high accuracy even with coarse initial channel estimates. Our experience with simulations supports that the PD algorithm achieves the best performance with only 2 or 3 iterations. Hence, PD is capable of performing close to the complex yet accurate MD algorithm with much lower complexity, as will be illustrated in our simulations. An alternative means of capitalizing on the finite-alphabet is the Decision-Directed (DD) algorithm [13] , [9] , [25] . Based on initial channel estimates fĤ 0 m g M,1 m=0 , the DD algorithm consists of equalizing (8) usingŝi; m = yi; m=Ĥ 0 m , and then projecting the symbol estimates onto the finite alphabet. New channel estimates are then obtained by treating the resulting symbol estimates as known symbols, and the process of alternating between channel and symbol estimation steps is applied repeatedly until possible convergence.
Serving a similar purpose, the PD algorithm outperforms the DD iteration for two reasons: i) The DD algorithm diverges easily at low SNR because symbol by symbol detection has poor performance. The smallest Bit Error Rate (BER) will be that corresponding to known channels. To lower this BER level, Forward Error Correction was considered in [13] , where the Viterbi decoder output was reencoded to offer symbol estimates at the expense of large decoding delay and computational complexity. In contrast, the PD algorithm reduces noise effects (and thus channel estimation error) to arbitrarily low levels by averaging over more and more blocks. Therefore, channel estimation accuracy improves consistently;
ii) DD performance degrades as the constellation size Q increases because the minimum Euclidean distance among constellation points decreases and thus symbol decisions become less reliable at the same SNR. In the PD algorithm however, J = 4 Q for all QAM signals, and the same number of possible phase values f1; jg is present regardless of the constellation size. The main difference between PD and DD is that DD alternates between channel estimation and symbol detection while PD avoids symbol estimation by decoupling channel estimation from symbol recovery. Therefore, PD is immune to the wellknown error propagation phenomenon that is present in DD iterations and is responsible for catastrophic "run-away" effects at low SNR.
The price paid by PD is a certain amount of "mismatch noise" that arises due to finite sample effects when ensemble quantities in (10) are replaced by sample averages in (12) . This mismatch is not present with PSK signals because s J i; m = ,1 (or 1 for BPSK) deterministically; i.e., ensemble averages coincide with sample averages. To elaborate further on this mismatch noise consider QAM signaling and noise-free reception, where the DD algorithm converges to the ML solution and perfect channel estimates are obtained. PD on the other hand, will be affected by the finite sample size and its channel estimation error curves will level-off (floor effect). With noise-free data however, PD will yield accurate enough channel estimates, provided that sufficient blocks are used in the sample averaging. On the one hand, the error floor can be lowered to a prescribed level by collecting more and more blocks. On the other hand, it is even possible to eliminate the error floor by applying only one DD iteration after the PD iterations. This remedy though is only effective at high SNR values and for large signal constellations, as will be illustrated in our simulations.
In addition to having low complexity and high channel estimation accuracy, the PD algorithm lends itself naturally to tracking slow channel variations. Among many possible window choices, we here only present the simplest rectangular shape where we form sliding-window (of size W) channel estimates by averaging only the W most recently received blocks fyig I i=I,W+1 in (12) . Note that the window shape and size can be chosen to balance the trade-off between reduced-variance estimation and enhanced tracking capability. The resulting windowed channel update is: (16) with the phase resolving step of (15) equips PD with a low complexity tracking capability.
PD advantages over DD have important practical ramifications. In a nutshell: either starting from a low complexity blind channel estimator, or, by exploiting training sequences present in current OFDM standards as we will discuss in Section IV-E, the PD algorithm yields the best achievable MD performance with reduced complexity and is capable of tracking slow channel variations.
C. Distinct features
We present next some unique characteristics of our blind channel estimators.
C.1 Convergence issues and noise effects
As we pointed out earlier, our channel estimators do not rely on statistical properties of si; m for PSK transmissions, and thus symbols si; m do not have to be equiprobable as required by assumption a1b). It then follows that even one block is sufficient to yield reliable channel estimates at high SNR with guaranteed channel identifiability, which is never the case for other blind channel estimators, e.g., the cyclostationarity based [12] or the subspace based [15, 20] approaches. Recall that subspace based methods need to collect enough blocks to render the data covariance matrix full rank: at least 2M blocks are needed for CP-OFDM [15] and at least M blocks for ZP-OFDM [20] .
For constellations other than PSK, block averaging in (12) approximates the ensemble average Efs J i; mg by the sample average 1=I P I,1 i=0 s J i; m. In this case, we need to collect a sufficient number of blocks to decrease the finite sample effects that are prevalent especially at high SNR, where additive noise can be omitted. Recall however, that s J i; m assumes a small number of values e.g., 4 distinct values for 16QAM and 16 distinct values for 64QAM signaling. This alleviates the requirement on the number of blocks I.
Requiring short data records equips our channel estimators with the ability to track even rapid channel variations. At high SNR, since one block suffices for PSK-based channel estimation, the channel is allowed to vary even from block to block.
To appreciate how our blind channel estimators handle additive noise, it is of interest to compare them with benchmark methods that are based on training. To investigate the additive noise effects only and avoid the additional approximation error between the ensemble average Efs J i; mg and its sample average approximation, we here only focus on PSK constellations. Furthermore, the channel estimators herein do not require knowledge of the AGN color. In contrast, noise in [15] is assumed white, or, the noise covariance matrix must be estimated in order to pre-whiten the received data covariance matrix as suggested in [20] . Note that colored noise has to be accounted for DSL applications because strongly correlated NearEnd Cross Talk (NEXT) constitutes a major impairment [1] . In such cases, the subspace approaches [20] , [15] or second order statistics based methods should calculate the noise color first which certainly increases complexity.
C.2 Scalar ambiguity determination
All blind estimators of a channel h come with an inherent (generally complex) scalar ambiguity; i.e., blind channel estimatesĥ satisfy: h = ĥ , where 2 C . Usually, blind estimators based on second-order statistics can also determine the amplitude of (denoted by j j) and leave the phase of (denoted by ) belonging to a infinite set: 2 0; 2 . To resolve this scalar (or phase) ambiguity, a few pilot tones are used in practice to determine by comparing the estimated with the known frequency response on those pilot carriers. Because both channel estimates as well as pilot tones are contaminated by noise, such a matching may not be accurate. It can even be misleading if the channel response on those pilot carriers is not estimated accurately. However, because H J z = H J z in our approach, the scalar ambiguity in h = ĥ must satisfy: J = 1 , which reveals that has unit amplitude: j j = 1 , and its phase belongs to a finite set: e j 2 fe j 2 J n g J,1 n=0 . As J = 2 or 4 for most practical signal constellations, the set is simply f1g or f1; jg. Thus, the task of recovering is simplified considerably. Only one pilot symbol suffices to resolve this phase uncertainty by picking the correct value from a few choices. Note that our simplified scalar determination can also be utilized by other blind channel estimation methods. For example, the subspace methods of [15] and [20] can first estimate the channel asĥ s based on structure information, which has a scalar ambiguity:ĥ = sĥs . They can then exploit the finite alphabet property of the symbols and determine J s by matching J sĥ s ? Jĥs with^ J . Solving s as: s = s J 1=J yields J phase possibilities: s 2 f e j 2 J n g J,1 n=0 , which suggest that in order to determine the scalar ambiguity s one needs to search s only over J finite values. The complexity of this scalar LS fitting is negligible when compared to the SVD complexity for matrices of dimension 2P ,L 2P ,L [15] , or, P P [20] . Therefore, by reducing the scalar ambiguity determination to a phase uncertainty search over a finite set, one can resolve the scalar ambiguity accurately using a few pilots even for other blind channel estimation methods [15] , [20] .
IV. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this section, we equip our channel estimation method with several practical features.
A. Frequency guard intervals
In all standardized OFDM systems, null carriers (zeros in si) are used to provide frequency guard against interference from adjacent OFDM systems. Similarly, certain subcarriers are discarded to avoid channel fades in DMT [19] . The resulting si contains only K useful symbols and M , K zeros which are distributed inside the OFDM symbol vector. Our method is directly applicable to this setting simply by considering the channel frequency response on the non-zero K subcarriers. As per Proposition 1, channel identifiability is still guaranteed when
The need for frequency guard-zeros is often ignored in the literature as was pointed out in [14] . For the subspace based methods frequency guard zeros call for increased dimensionality of the noise subspace because the correlation matrix of R ss = E sis H i no longer has rank 2M but 2K [14] .
However, when the channel happens to have nulls on subcarriers (whether used or not), the modified subspace based method for CP-OFDM will still be unable to guarantee uniqueness in estimating channels with zeros located on subcarriers [14, 15] .
B. Constellation and power loading
As we see in (12) , frequency response estimates on different subcarriers are independent of each other. Therefore, information symbols transmitted on different subcarriers can be drawn from different signal constellations and each can be possibly loaded with different power [1] . Our algorithms are directly applicable to such cases by defining J to be the least common multiple of J 0 ; J 1 ; : : : ; J M,1 , where J m is defined in Definition 1 for the specific signal constellation transmitted on the mth subcarrier. Recall that if we only load BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM signals, the overall J is still 4 and the complexity remains the same.
C. Variable frame designs
In addition to variable loading, the constellation may also vary along the data burst on each subcarrier. For example, one may wish to load constellations A and B onto the same carrier in a single data frame with frame length I = I a + I b , where I a and I b are the respective block lengths. For such a setting, our methods only need to replace (12) 
Therefore, different constellations can be loaded arbitrarily onto different subcarriers and even over different segments on each subcarrier. In other words, our blind channel estimation methods offer flexibility for variable frame designs. For instance, one could opt for BPSK signaling at the beginning of the frame to allow for quick channel acquisition with low complexity. Larger constellations can then be transmitted to increase bandwidth efficiency. As soon as sufficient blocks are collected, the channel can be refined through our low-cost PD algorithm operating on (18), or its online counterparts of (16) .
D. Coded transmissions
So far we have assumed that the transmitted symbols si; m are uncoded and equiprobable. In practice however, error control codes are usually employed to combat channel nulls (or deep fades). With coded symbols, assumption a1b) may not hold true. Because with PSK constellations we do not require a1b), our method applies if the coded symbols are transmitted with PSK modulation. For other constellations (e.g. QAM), our method is applicable only when a1b) holds true. This is the case with practical OFDM systems utilizing BICM [2] , where coded bits are interleaved before constellation mapping. Interestingly, interleaving has been adopted by many standards, see e.g., IEEE802.11a [6] and HIPERLAN/2 [4] (see also [23, Fig.5 ] for a transceiver diagram). Hence, our channel estimators can be applied even for constellations other than PSK in practical OFDM systems.
E. Application to semi-blind scenarios
In practical systems, training sequences are usually provided for synchronization or quick channel acquisition. To capitalize further on the training sequence, semi-blind implementation of the subspace based method was proposed in [14] to facilitate convergence and also enable tracking of slow channel variations. Similarly, we can exploit the training sequence to initialize our PD algorithm either for improving channel estimation accuracy, or, for tracking channel variations. Specifically, to improve channel accuracy along the received blocks, we initialize PD with training based channel estimates and update fĤ m g M,1 m=0 E fs J I; mg ; (19) where I denotes the number of blocks. On the other hand, we can initialize the tracking algorithm of Section III-B (c.f. (16)) with training based channel estimates. Such a semi-blind channel estimation method has only linear complexity and is thus very simple when compared to the cubic complexity of matrix SVD decompositions required by subspace based methods. Two important benefits become available with semi-blind scenarios. First, M does not need to be greater than J L + 1 as required by Proposition 1. Instead, M L+ 1is enough to guarantee channel identifiability. Second, pilot tones are not needed to resolve the scalar ambiguity, which improves bandwidth efficiency usually by 5-15% [13] . In a nutshell, the PD algorithm is attractive in practical systems involving training sequences, thanks to its low complexity and high performance.
V. COMPARISONS AND SIMULATED PERFORMANCE
In this section, we illustrate the merits of our blind channel estimators through simulations. We also test semi-blind implementations of our method on a realistic HIPERLAN/2 system with training sequences. The figure of merit for channel estimation is the normalized least-squares channel error (NLSCE) defined in the frequency domain as: However, due to the presence of frequency guard intervals or inactive subcarriers in real systems, we will only concentrate on those active subcarriers. As a result,h includes only active subcarriers in (20) and V 1 reduces to V a by keeping only those rows corresponding to the active subcarriers. If active subcarriers are not equispaced, the orthogonality among columns of V a is destroyed and condV a 1. For the subcarrier allocation in the HIPERLAN/2 system it turns out that condV a = 3 1 :5.
It is thus worth clarifying that the estimation accuracy is different when translating channel estimates from one domain to the other, and that the frequency domain NLSCE is more meaningful because our final goal is to equalize the channel in the frequency domain. On the other hand, if channel equalization were performed in the time-domain (as is done in [20] ), the time-domain NLSCE would be the natural choice. Next, we test our blind channel estimators in various scenarios.
Test case 1:
We set M = 16, L = 1 (two-ray channels), I = 200, and average over 500 randomly generated channels each with independent Rayleigh distributed taps. We test four widely used signal constellations: BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM. However, due to space limitations and the similar behavior exhibited by BPSK and QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM, we will only show representative results for BPSK and 64QAM.
To allow for a fair comparison among different signal constellations, we normalize signal power to the same bit energy E b [18] .
Accounting for the relationship between symbol energy and bit energy for constellations of size Q: E s = E b log 2 Q, the curves depicting channel NLSCE with respect to (w.r.t.) bit-energy-tonoise-ratio E b =N 0 imply also those w.r.t. E s =N 0 .
To benchmark our blind channel estimation methods, we also examined a standard training (TR) based method that relies on two (N t = 2) known symbol blocks:Ĥ m = 1 2 y0;m=s0;m + y1;m=s1;m ; 8m 2 0; M , 1 : Because the channel is parameterized by L+ 1 coefficients, we can improve channel estimation accuracy through denoising [22] . Specifically, we obtain training-based time domain channel es- Denoising is well motivated since we have oversampled the channel frequency response (M samples are used instead of L+ 1 ); thus, we can reduce noise effects through lowpass filtering and obtain a significant gain of 10 log 10 M=L+1 dB [13] . This gain is 9dB in our experimental setting as confirmed by observing the 9dB gap between curves with and without denoising in Fig. 3(a) . In the HIPERLAN context which will be discussed in test case 2, this gain is 10 log 10 M=L + 1 = 10 log 10 64=16 = 6dB. Note that going back to the impulse response (time-domain) vector with L+ 1 free parameters, we have already introduced this denoising step in all of our algorithms.
We demonstrate the nice features of our proposed method from the following four different perspectives. 1a) Channel estimation accuracy: We present in Fig. 3 the RS, MD, MMD (with N = L+ 1equispaced subcarriers) channel estimators as well as: i) the RS of [25] followed by 2 PD iterations; ii) the MMD followed by 2 PD iterations; and iii) the training based (TR) method. First, we see that MD benchmarks all other blind channel estimators and outperforms the TR method. The RS method yields coarse channel estimates because as we mentioned in [25] root finding is a noise-sensitive operation especially with large constellations. The MMD offers rather good channel estimates, it outperforms the TR with BPSK and is comparable to TR with 64QAM. Only 2 PD (I 1 = 2) refinements suffice to make the RS and the MMD algorithms approach the best achievable MD performance.
Error floor appears when our method is applied to large signal constellations at high SNR. This noise-induced floor comes from the mismatch between the sample average (12) and the theoretical ensemble average (10). As we mentioned, PSK signals are an exception to this rule. We will comment further on the floor effects after we compare PD with DD.
1b) PD versus DD comparisons: First, we feed both the DD and the PD with rather coarse RS estimates. We see in Fig. 4(a) that at low SNR, DD diverges due to a poor symbol estimation step. However, PD improves significantly by averaging across blocks. Fig. 4 (a) also depicts the performance of DD when initialized by known channel values. Its proximity to RS-DD suggests that the BER in both cases is almost the same. Its gap from the RS-PD (or the MD) testifies to the decoupling property of our channel estimation from symbol recovery. At a certain SNR, the achievable BER remains constant, while the channel estimation accuracy can be improved consistently as we collect more and more blocks [c.f. (12)]. In Fig. 4(b) , we observe that PD converges much faster than DD for 64QAM and yields (12). Second, we initialize DD and PD with better MMD estimates. For BPSK, we obtain corresponding curves similar to Fig. 4(a) . However, Fig. 5 shows that PD performs worse than DD at high SNR for 64QAM and error floor appears.
1c) Error floor effects:
Starting from (12), we can verify that the aforementioned noise-induced error floor appears in our blind channel estimation method for constellations other than PSK. However, the error floor can be lowered by collecting more blocks. In Fig. 6 , we initialize PD and DD with channel estimates obtained from training. We see that the floor level decreases as the number of blocks increases. We can eliminate this error floor by applying one DD iteration to TR-PD (denoted by TR-PD-DD in Fig. 6 ). In Fig. 6 , we see that TR-PD-DD outperforms TR-PD for E b =N 0 7dB. At low SNR, it diverges due to the limited symbol estimation accuracy. There is no error floor for PSK transmissions and TR-PD is always better than TR-PD-DD since it even outperforms the DD with known channel initialization, as evidenced by Fig. 4(a) . Therefore, applying one DD iteration is only effective at high SNR and for large signal constellations other than PSK. However, in such cases we see from Fig. 6 that PD offers accurate enough channel estimates.
1d) Robustness to constellation size: Our algorithms rely on the finite alphabet property of source symbols and one would expect their performance to be dependent on the constellation size. However, our channel estimators separate channel estimation from symbol detection by averaging out symbols in (12); hence, they are robust to the constellation size. To illustrate this point, we compare the achievable NLSCE through the MD approach for BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM. Fig. 7(a) depicts the comparisons with the same E b =N 0 , while Fig. 7(b) translates Fig. 7(a) to the same E s =N 0 . First, we see that BPSK Fig. 7(a) illustrates that the channel estimation accuracy for larger constellations outperform that for smaller constellations at low SNR, while we know that the corresponding BERs obey the reverse order [18] . At high SNR, 64QAM and 16QAM exhibit error floor and are thus worse than QPSK signals. We note that 16QAM has lower floor than 64QAM, because s 4 n takes 4 distinct values as compared to 16 values assumed by 64QAM. To test the performance between different constellations without error floor, we also plot the curves for 16 and 64QAM with one DD iteration. We see that our channel estimation methods are comparable for QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM signals. The small gaps come from the finite sample effects. Hence, we have verified that our channel estimators offer channel estimates that are robust against different constellations. where 0 stands for no transmission on the corresponding subcarrier, X stands for data, and P 1 P 4 denote the four pilot symbols. Each Medium Access Control (MAC) frame of 500 OFDM symbols consists of several transport channels (e.g., Broadcast channel (BCH), Access feedback channel (ACH)) in addition to downlink and/or uplink data transmissions [5] . The number of OFDM symbols used by downlink and/or uplink are dynamically assigned [5] . We focus on downlink transmissions here and assume that each data burst contains N sym OFDM symbols, where N sym varies in the range of 0; 500. In front of each downlink data burst, 2 known OFDM symbols are inserted for channel acquisition. Based on these training based initial channel estimates, we propose here to apply the PD algorithm to improve channel estimation accuracy and track channel variations.
In this HIPERLAN context, we first check the influence of inactive subcarriers. We assume that the channel is AWGN [18] (h0=1, hl=0, 8l 2 1; 16 ) and adopt QPSK signaling with I = 200 blocks. The subspace channel estimator is applied:ĥ = arg min h h H Qh; h 6 = 0, where Q is obtained according to [15] . The scalar ambiguity is removed using 4 pilot tones. We also implement the joint subspace and pilot optimization algorithm of [14] :ĥ = arg min h h H Qh + pilot carriers and is a weighting factor that is set to be 1 here.
In Fig. 8 , we see that the subspace method suffers considerably when only 52 subcarriers are used instead of 64. When E b =N 0 is in the practical range of 5-15dB, subspace based methods are outperformed by the training based method with N t = 2 known blocks. For this reason, we will not plot subspace based methods in our following experiments. On the other hand, the training based method and our TR-PD (1 iteration, i.e., I 1 = 1) are not affected by the null carriers. By averaging I = 200 blocks, TR-PD should perform approximately 10 log 10 I = N t J 2 = 7:95dB better than the training based method in this setting. In fact, we observe that the gap between these two methods is larger than 8dB and increases as SNR increases. Next, we compare performance of the classical training based method against our semi-blind TR-PD algorithm using the channel model B in [3] with L+1 = 16 Rayleigh distributed taps. We test slowly time-varying channels with Jakes's Doppler spectrum at v = 1 :5m/s and a typical SNR of E b =N 0 = 1 0 dB. We assume that each data burst has N sym = 300 symbols, out of which the first two symbols are known. We also assume that the known training symbols are drawn from the same constellation as the data symbols, and we here study four widely used constellations: BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM. For our TR-PD method, we use all the received data blocks when the received number of blocks satisfies: I 50. Once I 50, we only use the most recent 50 blocks to perform channel estimation which corresponds to set the sliding window length W = 5 0 in (16) . Fig. 9(a) verifies that TR-PD tracks closely slow channel variations while TR based channel estimates drift away. Fig. 9 (a) also reveals that TR-PD yields better channel estimates for BPSK, QPSK than for 16QAM and 64QAM because of finite-sample effects for QAM signals [c.f. Section III-C.1]. Furthermore, we can infer from Fig. 9(a) that it is worthwhile to apply TR-PD to improve channel estimation accuracy when the data burst has length N sym 20 for BPSK, QPSK and N sym 50 for 16QAM, 64QAM.
To check the overall performance of channel estimation and equalization, we also tested the (uncoded) BER averaged over the entire data burst which is assumed to have length N sys = 150. The TR-PD channel estimates are updated every 25 OFDM symbols with sliding window length W = 5 0 . From Fig. 9(b) we see that the training based method incurs significant SNR loss relative to the benchmark BER obtained with perfect channel knowledge when the channel varies with time. To alleviate this SNR loss, frequent retraining is needed within long data bursts which of course decreases bandwidth efficiency. However, as demonstrated in Fig. 9(b) , the TR-PD can track slow channel variations accurately which allows the system to approach the benchmark BER without sacrificing bandwidth efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A finite-alphabet based channel estimation approach has been developed in this paper and shown to possess attractive features not only for the classical CP-OFDM but also for the modified ZP-OFDM. Being simple and flexible it holds high application potential for existing OFDM standards and future generation multicarrier systems. Those include also wideband CDMA hybrids that rely on multicarrier transmissions to suppress multiuser interference and reduce channel estimation to the OFDMlike single-user problem treated in this paper, see e.g. [24, 26] . Incorporation of the novel channel estimators to multi-user generalized OFDM systems with frequency-hopping is dealt with in [25] . The channel estimation algorithms derived herein offer choices to trade off performance with complexity, while guaranteeing channel identifiability regardless of channel zero locations. Unlike decision-directed alternatives, they decouple channel from symbol estimation. This decoupling enhances their robustness to constellation sizes and reduces estimation of the scalar ambiguity inherent to all blind channel estimators to a search over finite values. Especially with PSK modulated signals, high estimation accuracy is achieved with minimal received data. By exploiting training data usually specified in OFDM standards, semi-blind and adaptive implementations were shown to improve estimation accuracy and be capable of tracking channel variations with surprisingly low complexity.
